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 Background: Satellite images are being used in many fields of research mainly for 

monitoring the remote areas for analyzing the environmental conditions, land and water 

resource monitoring etc., these images are affected by clouds and electromagnetic 
radiation which results in poor perception of image. Objective: To analyze the satellite 

image, improvement in the resolution of the image and also the clarity is required. In 

this paper the input satellite image is decomposed to separate r, g, b images and a 
discrete wavelet transform is performed for dividing the planes into subbands. Among 

this low frequency sub band is used for further processing because it contains almost all 

the information about the image. The threshold decomposition technology is used to 
detect the edges of the selected sub bands of r, g, b. The morphological filtering is 

applied to the image to sharpen the edges of sub bands. IDWT is taken for the 

processed image to reconstruct the image. Results: The MSE and PSNR values are 
calculated for evaluation of the method and the results show that the proposed method 

gives better improvement in Signal to Noise ratio and it reduces Mean Square Error 

considerably comparing the values before and after enhancement. Conclusion: In the 
proposed method, DWT and edge detection using morphological filters succeeded in 

enhancing low contrast satellite images. The detected edges were sharpened by using 

Morphological filter dilation and erosion process.  By utilizing these detected edges, 
IDWT is obtained and got the enhanced image by reconstruction. From the results it is 

identified that the proposed method can be well used to monitor the remote areas 

obtained by the satellite images with high quality and resolution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Satellite images are the images captured by satellites and it consists of images of Earth or other planets 

collected by artificial satellites. Images acquired by satellite usually consist of far fewer "shots" than that taken 

by aircraft. The extra distance means that more area can be covered in one pass at the deficit of detail. Satellites 

usually capture data in strips similar to a continual video of the area and allow a larger amount of data to be 

acquired per digital file.   Some features of satellite images are Speed, Level of detail, Location, types of data, 

etc., Satellites are capable of collecting large amounts of data in relatively small amounts of time. A modern 

satellite can be moved into position in less than 3 days and can take the photographs quickly once locked on to 

an area. Satellites generally reside several hundred kilometers above the earth's surface. Although satellite 

imagery has improved greatly over the years it is still lower resolution than aerial photography. High resolution 

satellite imagery as high as 50cm per pixel is readily available, up to 41cm in the case of GeoEye-1. Military 

satellites more than likely have a higher resolution but as yet this imagery has not become publically available. 

Most off-the-shelf satellite imagery is between 250m and 50cm in resolution. The major advantage of satellite 

imagery is that the satellite can be positioned to take imagery of anywhere on the planet. Being above the earth, 

it is more efficient for a satellite to allow the earth to revolve below it than to physically move to the necessary 

location. Satellites still need to take into account the location of the sun to acquire visible light surveys so many 

satellites try to remain in sun-synchronous orbit. 

 Many modern satellites can collects a variety of data. These include standard photographic imagery, color 

infrared and in some cases LiDAR, thermal, radar data. This variety of datasets makes satellites very versatile. 

http://www.bluesky-world.com/products/lidar/
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However, non-standard data sources such as multi spectral and hyper spectral imagery will likely be expensive 

to capture or may not even be publically available. The main problem with satellite data types is that when new 

or improved technology is released it is very difficult to change the sensors and cameras in a satellite but in a 

plane or helicopter it is simply a case of removing the old device and replacing it with the new one. There are 

three main types of satellite images available are visible imagery, Infrared imagery and Water Vapor imagery 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Image Enhancement: 

 Image enhancement techniques are used to emphasize and sharpen image features for display and analysis. 

Image enhancement is the process of applying these techniques to facilitate the development of a solution to a 

computer imaging problem. Consequently, the enhancement methods are application specific and are often 

developed empirically. Fig.1.1illustrates the importance of the application by the feedback loop from the output 

image back to the start of the enhancement process and models the experimental nature of the development. The 

range of applications includes using enhancement techniques as preprocessing steps to ease the next processing 

step or as post processing steps to improve the visual perception of a processed image, or image enhancement 

may be an end in itself. Enhancement methods operate in the spatial domain by manipulating the pixel data or in 

the frequency domain by modifying the spectral components.Image enhancement methods are used to make 

images look better, which works for one application may not be suitable for another application, so the 

development of enhancement methods require problem domain knowledge, as well as image enhancement 

expertise. Assessment of the success of an image enhancement algorithm is often "in the eye of the beholder," 

so image enhancement is as much an art as it is a science. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Image enhancement 

 

 The principal objective of image enhancement is to process a given image so that the result is more suitable 

than the original image for a specific application. It accentuates or sharpens image features such as edges, 

boundaries, or contrast to make a graphic display more helpful for display and analysis. Image enhancement 

methods can be based on either spatial or frequency domain techniques. 

 

Survey of the work: 
 Compared with other well-known de noising techniques, such as the Gaussian smoothing model [1], the 

anisotropic diffusion model, the total variation de noising, the neighborhood filters and an elegant variant, the 

Wiener local empirical filter, the translation invariant wavelet thresholding, the NL-means method noise looks 

more like white noise.  Histogram equalization is a method in image processing of contrast adjustment using the 

image's histogram. This method [16] usually increases the global contrast of many images, especially when the 

usable data of the image is represented by close contrast values. Through this adjustment, the intensities can be 

better distributed on the histogram. This allows for areas of lower local contrast to gain a higher contrast. 

Histogram equalization accomplishes this by effectively spreading out the most frequent intensity values.  This 

method is useful in images with backgrounds and foregrounds that are both bright or both dark.  Disadvantage 

of the method is that it is indiscriminate. It may increase the contrast of background noise, while decreasing the 

usable signal. Contrast stretching also called Normalization attempts to improve an image by stretching 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaussian_filter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anisotropic_diffusion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_variation_denoising
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neighbourhood_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiener_filter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavelet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_noise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrast_%28vision%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_histogram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrast_%28vision%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminous_intensity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_noise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_%28information_theory%29
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[11,12,15] the range of intensity values it contains to make full use of possible values. Unlike histogram 

equalization, contrast stretching is restricted to linear mapping of input to output values. The result is less 

dramatic, but tends to avoid the sometimes artificial appearance of equalized images. Drawback with this 

method is that outliers can reduce the effectiveness of the operation. Resolution enhancement (RE) schemes [10] 

which are not based on wavelets suffer from the drawback of losing high-frequency contents which results in 

blurring. The discrete-wavelet transform-based (DWT) RE scheme generates artifacts due to a DWT shift-

variant property. A wavelet-domain approach based on dual-tree complex wavelet transform DT-CWT and 

nonlocal means NLM is proposed for RE of the satellite images. The Haar transform is one of the simplest and 

basic transformation from the space/time domain to a local frequency domain, which reveals the space/time-

variant spectrum. The attracting features of the Haar transform, including fast for implementation and able to 

analyze the local feature, make it a potential candidate in modern electrical and computer engineering 

applications, such as signal and image compression. In addition to this traditional filters are also used. 

 

Proposed Image Enhancement Technique Using Discrete Wavelet Transform And Morphological Filters 

System: 

 Satellite color images are being used in many fields of research. These types of color images are affected by 

clouds and electromagnetic radiation which results in poor perception of image. In this paper, the concept of 

wavelet transform and morphological filtering are used to enhance the image. Image enhancement is an 

important preprocessing technique for satellite images, which makes the image to be of vital importance as 

increasing the enhancement of these images will directly affect the performance of the system. In this paper, an 

edge detected morphological filter is used to sharpen the aerial images. The low contrast satellite image is given 

as input and DWT separates the input image into different sub band images, namely LL, LH, HL, and HH. 

DWT has been employed in order to preserve the high frequency components of the image. The input low 

contrast color image is decomposed into R, G, B.  The LL sub band of each color component of the image is 

decomposed into a series of binary levels, each of which may be processed separately. These binary levels can 

then be recombined to produce the final gray scale image with identical pixel values to those produced by gray 

scale processing. The success of threshold decomposition, gradient-based operators is used to detect the 

locations of the edges, by detecting the positions of the edges and then applying a class of morphological 

filtering. A morphological filter is used to sharpen these detected edges. 

                                                            

Image Acquisition: 

 The first stage of any image processing system is the image acquisition stage. After the image has been 

obtained, various methods of processing can be applied to the image to perform different tasks required. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Input image.  

 

Decomposition of Red, Green and Blue Planes: 
 An RGB image, sometimes referred to as a "truecolor" image, is stored in MATLAB as an m-by-n-by-3 

data array that defines red, green, and blue color components for each individual pixel. RGB images do not use 

a palette. The color of each pixel is determined by the combination of the red, green, and blue intensities stored 

in each color plane at the pixel's location. The three color components for each pixel are stored along the third 

dimension of the data array. 
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Fig. 3.1: Decomposed red plane of input image.  

 
Fig. 3.2: Decomposed green plane of input image.  

 
Fig. 3.3: Decomposed blue plane of input image. 

 

Discrete Wavelet Transform: 

 Wavelet transform decomposes a signal into a set of basic functions. Key advantage of DWT over Fourier 

transforms is temporal resolution: it captures both frequency and location information. The discrete wavelet 

transform has a huge number of applications in science, engineering, mathematics and computer science. Most 

notably, it is used for signal coding, to represent a discrete signal in a more redundant form, often as a 

preconditioning for data compression. Image from previous step is now transformed using DWT and the results 

are shown below.                                           

 
Fig. 4.1: Decomposed RED image of input image. 

 

 Green Decompose LL Suband  Green Decompose LH Suband

 Green Decompose HL Suband  Green Decompose HH Suband

 
Fig. 4.2: Decomposed GREEN image of input image. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_transform
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_transform
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_transform
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Signal_coding&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_compression
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 Blue Decompose LL Suband  Blue Decompose LH Suband

 Blue Decompose HL Suband  Blue Decompose HH Suband

 
Fig. 4.3: Decomposed BLUE image of input image.  

 

Threshold Decomposition: 

 In an image, an edge is a curve that follows a path of rapid change in image intensity. Edges are often 

associated with the boundaries of objects in a scene. Edge detection technique is used to identify the available 

edges in an image. The most powerful edge-detection method that edge provides is the Canny method. The 

Canny method differs from the other edge-detection methods in that it uses two different thresholds to detect 

strong and weak edges, and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong edges. 

This method is therefore less likely than the others to be fooled by noise, and more likely to detect true weak 

edge                                                                    

 
Fig. 5.1: Edges of r, g, b of input image.  

 

Morphological Filters 

             Morphology is the study of the shape and form of objects. Morphological image analysis can be used to 

perform 1. Object extraction, 2. Image filtering operations, such as removal of small objects or noise from an 

image, 3. Image segmentation operations, such as separating connected objects, 4. Measurement operations, 

such as texture analysis and shape description 

The most basic morphological operations are dilation and erosion. Dilation adds pixels to the boundaries of 

objects in an image, while erosion removes pixels on object boundaries. The number of pixels added or removed 

from the objects in an image depends on the size and shape of the structuring element used to process the image. 

In the morphological dilation and erosion operations, the state of any given pixel in the output image is 

determined by applying a rule to the corresponding pixel and its neighbors in the input image. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.1: Dilation, erosion of LL sub band of input image 1(red plane). 
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Fig. 6.2: Dilation, erosion of  LL sub band of input image (green plane). 

 
Fig. 6.3: Dilation, erosion of  LL sub band of input image (blue plane). 

                                                    

Reconstruction: 

 
 

 Image reconstruction encompasses the entire image formation process and provides a foundation for the 

subsequent steps of image processing. The goal is to retrieve image information that has been lost in the process 

of image formation. In contrast to image enhancement, where the appearance of an image is improved to suit 

some subjective criteria, image reconstruction is an objective approach to recover a de graded image based on 

mathematical and statistical models. IDWT is the process used to reconstruct the image and it is the inverse 

process of wavelet decomposition. In contrast to decomposition, the reconstruction process is comprised of up 

sampling and then filtering. The filters are determined by the wavelet chosen.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
Fig. 7: Reconstructed gray scale image.  
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Fig. 8: Reconstructed colour image. 

 
Table 1: Comparison of MSE values of input and output image. 

 Before enhancement After enhancement 

Input image 1 56.6431 43.3418 

Input image 2 52.3972 41.3247 

 

Table 2: Comparison of PSNR values of input and output image. 

 Before enhancement After enhancement 

Input image 1 19.5348 31.2314 

Input image 2 17.8452 28.9673 

 

  In the above section images obtained during various phases of processing is given in Fig 1 to Fig 8. It 

shows the results from the input image (Fig. 2) to the reconstructed image in Fig. 8. Evaluation results by 

calculating the MSE and PSNR values for the input and the output images are given in Table 1 and 2, from the 

results it is identified that the proposed method gives better improvement in Signal to Noise ration and reduced 

Mean Square Error after enhancement compare to the image before enhancement. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In the proposed method, DWT and edge detection using morphological filters succeeded in enhancing low 

contrast satellite images. This was done by decomposing the image into r,g,b and applying the wavelet 

transform for each r, g, b separately , then detecting the positions of the edges through threshold decomposition. 

The detected edges were then sharpened by applying morphological filter Dilation and Erosion process. By 

utilizing these detected edges, IDWT is obtained and got the enhanced image by reconstruction. The 

experimental examples have demonstrated that the proposed method was significantly better than many other 

well-known sharpener-type filters in respect of edge and fine detail restoration. PSNR value is calculated for the 

input and the output image. The PSNR improvement of the proposed technique is high. The proposed method 

can be well used to monitor the remote areas obtained by the satellite images with high quality and resolution.  
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